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FOR IT
Have you set your goals for 2022 and
made some great New Year’s resolutions?

It’s never too late to “go for it”, so start on this
today and begin working towards making all your
goals come true. And yes, if you start now, you’ll
be the one who others look at in amazement
and in awe when they see just how much you’ve
been able to achieve by the end of the year. So
how did you do it? What was your trick, they will
ask? Well, to start with, you kept on reading this
issue of YAKHA, got inspired, decided to go for
it, kept focused and voila, you did it.
We are all different, but we’re more likely to stick
to our goals when we are true to ourselves and
really focus on what we enjoy. So what do you
love doing? Or what have been your happiest
memories? Make plans for doing more of those
activities by aligning your work and your passion.
Remember that no matter what age you are or
what you are doing, you can always change
direction, start again, or build on what you have
already begun or achieved.
Where else in your life can you move forward?
Is it a relationship, a hobby, learning a new skill?
What about a new opportunity like starting a
business? Make 2022 the year that you seize the
day and go for it. Who can you call on to help
you, who will be there to encourage and support
you, even play a mentor role? And while you
move forward, don’t focus on what you can’t do
but on what you can do.

They say that it takes 10 000 hours (just a little
more than a full year) to master something.
Throughout this, continue to believe in yourself
and put in the time and effort needed to achieve
whatever you set your mind to doing.
We hope you enjoy this issue of YAKHA, which
is packed with ideas and stories from people
who go for it all the time. As always, we have
your favourites - music, fashion, entrepreneurs,
changemakers, helpful insights and profiles
of many young people, just like you, doing it
for themselves. And like Athi, who shares her
vaccination journey with us, the first step to
achieving your goals in 2022 is going and getting
vaccinated – it is your best defence against
Covid-19. So after getting the jab, why not
become a Vax Champ and encourage everyone
else in your family, your friendship group, and all
in your community to do the same.
ENJOY AND MUCH LOVE
THE YAKHA TEAM
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SAY
ACTIVE
CITIZENRY

WHAT IT MEANS TO
THESE SIX YOUNG
PEOPLE WHO CHATTED
WITH LINDO MSELE.

SIYABONGA DELIHLAZO
PHOTOGRAPHER
AGE: 28 DIMBAZA

ZIYANDA NJOLI
SOCIAL WORK STUDENT
AGE: 27 MACLEANTOWN

Active citizenry means engaging in social development,
educating oneself about social issues, and encouraging
skills development. I personally volunteer at my
local daycare centre and currently am working on a
documentary about Dimbaza, in collaboration with a local
NGO. In 2022, I intend to return to university to complete
my studies in accounting.

Being an active citizen means being an active participant
and lending a helping hand. It’s about ensuring that human
rights are respected. I advocate for equality, inclusion and
respect for people living with disabilities. I am also a sexual
reproductive health and rights material developer for young
women and girls with disabilities. I will be doing my third
year in Social Work in 2022.

TSHEPO MUSE
TEACHER
AGE: 26 KUWAIT

MFANELO BOMOYI
TEACHER
AGE: 27 ZWELITSHA

It’s someone who plays an active role in society. I work
with young children and, for me, that is being an active
citizen, because I educate and I play an important role of
being a father, brother and leader to young people. I’m
focusing on the holistic development of a child. I am a new
teacher and in 2022, I am planning on growing, upskilling
and remaining relevant.

Active citizenry is using UBUNTU to improve society. This
includes equipping young people or society with activities
such as reading, skills development and knowledge. I
play my role by volunteering for a book club and running
extra classes for natural science and IsiXhosa. Next year
I will open study groups for young people to assist them
with homework and studying. I also want to make use of
technology in teaching young people computer skills.

SIMANGALISIWE KHETANI
LEARNER
AGE: 14 GINSBERG

NANGAMSO MSELE
ACCOUNTING INDUSTRY
AGE: 26 PHAKAMISA

Active citizenry means bringing change to the community,
coming with ideas that can change the situation and
offering a helping hand in society. I babysit children in my
community, donate food to homeless people and assist
the elderly who are living alone with basic chores. I also
volunteer with local NGOs. Next year I want to volunteer in
more programmes such as old age and children’s homes.
I am also very smart and can offer tutoring services.

Active citizenry means people who are well-informed
and active in governance activities. These are people
who have a vision for their future growth and that of their
communities. My contribution towards being an active
citizen is exercising my right to vote and making local food
donations to people who are less fortunate. I am aiming at
working on growing my business to ensure that
I employ people and have an input in combating the high
rate of unemployment.
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YOU’VE
GOT
THIS!

HAVE YOU EVER HAD AN IDEA
THAT POPS INTO YOUR MIND
AND GETS YOU EXCITED BUT YOU
IMMEDIATELY THINK ’NO…
I COULD NEVER DO THAT’.
WELL…IT ENDS RIGHT HERE AND
RIGHT NOW BECAUSE YOU’VE GOT
THIS. NO REALLY, GO GET IT!
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OVERCOME YOUR
INSECURITIES AND
JUST GO FOR IT!

In a time of social media and the internet,
it’s become so easy for us to see all the
things that people are getting up to. Every
day we are flooded with amazing stories
on LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and even
in the news with things that celebrities,
strangers and even our own friends are
doing. It’s quite inspiring but it’s also easy
to be intimidated, overwhelmed, and even
insecure. It’s absolutely normal to have
fearful thoughts, but it’s important to know
that you can overcome this and go for it. All
the incredible ideas, plans and visions you
have for your life are not just a waste. They
really CAN become a reality.

PUT IN THE WORK
It goes without saying that to achieve anything
in life, you have to be willing to put in the work.
The ideas and visions are just a first step,
but the most important is the action you take
beyond just thinking and daydreaming. We
sometimes have business ideas, career goals
or even opportunities to start or become a part
of something exciting like a blog or a social
media platform. These are all achievable. They
just need you to put in some careful planning,
and to work smart.

When you do enough research and dedicate
yourself to completing the steps you need
for that next big move, you give yourself an
opportunity to really succeed at anything you
put your mind to.
PREPARATION IS KEY
Preparation really is key for achieving great
results, and although it does require a lot from
you, sometimes it can be the really simple
steps and changes that you make that get
you ahead…one step at a time. Research
is very important when you want to go into
something new. Using what is at your disposal
to find out as much as you can will equip
you with the knowledge you need, and give
you an advantage and some really helpful
tips. We’ve heard the saying ‘Indlela ibuzwa
kwabaphambili’, which means those who have
gone before are the ones who can show you
the path, and in this day and age it’s become
even easier to reach out to those who have
achieved what we still aspire to. When you
begin to take these steps you will increase
your confidence and see how realistic these
goals are. You see, you really can go for it and
achieve it!

IT STARTS WITH YOU
Another important step in going for it and
achieving it is believing in yourself. When we
train our minds to really see us beyond our
self-doubt and insecurities, we build up our
mental strength and capacity to achieve even
more. Everything you do begins with the mind,
so use the mind as a tool to really push you
to where you want to be. Do daily affirmations
and renew your thought process. When you
begin to doubt yourself, remind yourself of
how bad you want it and how capable you
really are. Fake it till you make it, surround
yourself with people who will build you up and
maybe even get yourself an accountability
partner who can give you a call and remind
you of just how brilliant, focused and driven
you are when you start to doubt yourself or
feel overwhelmed. Work on your mental state,
emotional state and maybe even your physical
state to make sure you’re in top shape to turn
your dreams into a reality. It all begins and
ends with you, so make sure that you take
good care of yourself.

WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER
Although you’ll be working to achieve your
own goals, remember that you are not alone.
There are many people who are able to
support you and help you to get back on
track because we know that the journey to
success isn’t always easy. We don’t all have
the same starting line and this makes it harder
to sometimes get where we want to be. We
might have previous experiences which may
have hurt us, traumatized us and even made
us think that we can’t achieve anything. These
feelings are valid, but that doesn’t mean
that we have to face them by ourselves. It’s
important to take some time to really see how
you are feeling, and there are many helpful and
free resources that can help you work through
these feelings and experiences and turn them
into a stepping stone to build yourself up.
DO YOUR RESEARCH
There is always a helping hand that can point
you in the right direction, share tools with you
or maybe even just listen to you if that’s what
you need. An example of this is recruitment
agencies that can help update your CV, train
you for interviews and even apply for jobs
on your behalf. Online resources are also
available to advise you on career paths and
courses to study in order to get that role
you’re eyeing.

Social media has also given us access to
many resources that can offer us advice when
we want to leave tough situations such as
abusive relationships, unfulfilling jobs and even
destructive friendships. Using a few minutes
to find these resources online instead of
watching another funny video on the timeline
can make a really impactful difference.
GO FOR IT!
With so much opportunity at our fingertips, it
really would be a shame to let all your ideas,
goals and visions go to waste. Don’t doubt
yourself, you really can do it. It’s time that little
voice that discourages you to be silenced is
replaced with a louder, motivating voice that
shouts: Get set, ready, go for it! It’s yours for
the taking, just go for it!

INFORMATION HUB
BUMB’INGOMSO CALL CENTRE
0800 55 55 58
NATIONAL YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
087 158 6345/5738
nyda.gov.za
HARAMBEE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT ACCELERATOR
0800 72 72 72
harambee.co.za
ACTIVATE
087 820 4873
activateleadership.co.za
YOUTH LAB
076 666 3173
youthlab.org.za
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CARVE YOUR OWN PATH
AS AN INDIVIDUAL

CARVE YOUR OWN PATH
Every good parent has dreams and hopes
that their children will be successful one day.
This is all well and good, as long as parents
don’t impose their own ideas of what success
looks like. Sometimes parents tend to live their
dreams through their children, dreams that
they could not fulfil when they were younger,
for whatever reasons.
Children are individuals with their own
personalities separate people from their
parents, so it is highly likely they will have
different dreams, aspirations and goals in life.
Some children’s talents shine while they are
still young, while others will bloom later in life
which can be worrisome to parents. However,
delayed dreams and talents are still valid.
> Own your life by owning your ideas
> Create your own identity
> Set your own realistic dreams and goals
> Pursue your passion and define your own path
> Set boundaries, but don’t push help away

Carving your own path as an individual is
important so that even when things do not go
according to the plan, you do not point fingers
at other people for wasted opportunities.

Those will be your own mistakes to learn from.
This also does not give parents leeway for “I
told you so” lectures, but to let children spread
their wings and make their own mistakes, of
course not dangerous mistakes.
STAY FOCUSED
Blogger Jennifer Bridges has these amazing
tips to stay focused on your own goals:
1 SET SMART GOALS The acronym SMART
stands for specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant/realistic/recorded and time-bound.
That means having goals with a structure to
help you plan and track your progress.
2 CREATE A PICTURE OF SUCCESS It often
helps to visualize your goals. Know what it
will look like and the goal moves from an
abstraction to a real, attainable thing.
3 KEEP THEM IN SIGHT Have a list of the
tasks you need to complete.
4 IDENTIFY AND REMOVE DISTRACTIONS
Be mindful of the company you keep,
surround yourself with like-minded people,
and with people who will motivate and
support you.
5 AVOID PROCRASTINATION Procrastinating
is a thief of time and is anxiety inducing.
6 PRIORITIZE One way to help gain order
from the chaos of the many tasks you must
accomplish to reach your goal is to prioritize
them.
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GENDER BASED VIOLENCE
(GBV) IS A SOCIETAL
PROBLEM THAT NEEDS THE
WHOLE COMMUNITY TO ACT
TOGETHER TO ERADICATE.
AS COMMON AS GBV IS, WE
STILL HAVE A SOCIETY THAT
SITS BACK AND WATCHES
WHEN A WOMAN IS BEING
VIOLATED, EVEN IN BROAD
DAYLIGHT.

On the morning of the 20th of August
in 2021 social media went abuzz
with the news of the brutal murder of
Nosicelo Mtebeni, whose dismembered
body was found in a suitcase on the
corner of Fitzpatrick and Fleet street in
Quigney. Exactly two years after Uyinene
Mrwetyana’s horrendous rape and murder
by a post office employee. And this was
Women’s Month. In between these two
murders there were scores and scores of
women who were also killed. South Africa
has a femicide problem, in fact generally
South Africa is a violent country.
According to the UN Women, “Globally, an
estimated 736 million women - almost one
in three - have been subjected to intimate
partner violence, non-partner sexual violence,
or both at least once in their life (30 per cent of
women aged 15 and older)”. Violence against
women is not only limited to South Africa, it is
a global (second) pandemic.
The #MeToo movement gave us an idea of
how much women are suffering especially at
the hands of their partners and ex-partners.
The campaign trended on social media across
the whole world and where women were
sharing their experiences of abuse, especially
sexual abuse.

FACT
Me Too is a movement that was started by
Tarana Burke — The Me Too movement
helps to show survivors of sexual abuse that
they are not alone. It also helps to improve
awareness about sexual violence, showing
just how widespread sexual harassment and
assault really are.
There are many reasons why women stay in
abusive relationships: financial constraints,
staying because of children, fear of starting
afresh and a damaged self-worth. There needs
to be a whole lot of support shown or directed
towards women. This includes support from
the state with policies and promotion of equal
human rights, and support from family, friends
and sometimes colleagues.
Women’s economic empowerment is very
important, not only for the household but,
for women to also participate equally in
existing markets; their access to and control
over productive resources, access to decent
work, control over their own time, lives and
bodies; and increased voice and to promote
women’s agency.

SHELTERS AND EDUCATION
Shelters for women are a crucial part in the
fight against GBV and so is public education
where people are educated about their rights
especially women, education about GBV,
and education about how they can hold the
state accountable when their rights are being
infringed.
Education about GBV should start at home
and also be included in the school curriculum
as early as primary level. The education
should go as deep as challenging toxic
gender norms and gender stereotypes
especially those that are kept up by culture
and religion.
Therefore GBV awareness needs to be
done in religious and cultural settings, in the
workplace and in communities. While also not
forgetting the role that men play and the need
to make them aware of this. This is scary but
because of patriarchy there are men who still
do not see women as their equals and are still
disgusted by the idea that women can and do
hold leadership positions and have full human
rights like everyone else. We need to change
these perceptions because women do not
exist to serve men and women have their own
goals, aspirations and roles in society.

BUILDING A RESPONSE TO VIOLENCE
Lastly, Masimanyane Women’s
Rights International’s strategy for the
Bumb’INGOMSO programme is to build the
type of response needed by institutions to
really be able to support women. This means
enhancing the reporting of and type and
speed of response provided to women who
are affected by GBV. So the programme trains
SAPS officials, social workers, nurses and
doctors on GBV and sexual violence, so they
know how to handle each case sensitively
so that women don’t become victims for a
second time and that cases and the evidence
from each case is handled correctly. In an ideal
world all this effort would result in successful
and high conviction rates for GBV cases and
this is what we hope for. Currently, there is a
high rate of impunity or liberty and too many
GBV perpetrators go unpunished.
As common as violence against women is,
it is still an issue that needs to be handled
and addressed with the utmost sensitivity.
Therefore, we need to always be mindful of
the language and terms we use. Insensitivity
and wrong terminology have the potential
to perpetuate violence, re-victimise people,
trigger people and continue to silence people.

WHAT CAN WE DO? WHAT CAN I DO?
Here are a few practical examples of what
each one of us in our communities can do:
> Do not sit back and watch when violence is
taking place.
> Call the police, even if you remain
anonymous.
> Come up with ways to stop violence when it
is taking place in your community.
Simple things like blowing whistles or
banging pots to distract the perpetrator can
help to prevent possible femicide.
> Call GBV perpetrators out and isolate them.
It is important for different stakeholders like
Human Rights organisations, SAPS, NYDA,
and the Departments of Education, Health
and Social Development to work together to
fight GBV. There are many issues that lead
to people staying in abusive relationships
which is why it is important for all these
collaborations and for us to work together
so that interventions really help a person and
they don’t end up feeling like they are being
passed around between organisations rather
they get a comprehensive intervention.

GET SUPPORT
BumbÍNGOMSO Call Centre: 0800 555 558
Masimanyane Head office 043 743 9169
Masimanyane WhatsApp 066 306 2407
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WE CHATTED WITH SOME YOUNGSTERS
WHO CAME TO THE IKHWELOLETHU HOLIDAY
PROGRAMME ABOUT THEIR GOALS,
ASPIRATIONS AND WHAT LEARNINGS THEY ARE
TAKING HOME WITH THEM.

WHAT IS THE HOLIDAY PROGRAMME?
It’s a fun-filled week for learners from Buffalo
City and Amathole where 2,000 learners got
to debate, play pace ball and do performing
arts along with a host of other activities. In
debating issues young people build their
ability to argue and exchange opinions.
This holiday programme focused on
fostering health, and aiding verbal and
physical interactions between boys and
girls which had previously been on hold
due to lockdown restrictions. To encourage
a culture of reading the spelling bees and
reading corners were add-on activities and
learners had great fun participating. Learners
also got to have fun getting to know each
other and feeling comfortable expressing
themselves in front of others.

LIHLE SENTI
Nonkqubela Primary School
I WANT TO… study hard and become an
actor.
I LEARNT… how to treat others with dignity
and respect. I will encourage other young
people to embrace themselves and the
changes happening in their bodies. The
programme helped me gain confidence to
perform in front of people.
INDIPHILE NGQONGA
Mfundiso Primary School
WHEN I GROW UP… I want to be a lawyer so
that I can defend people who can’t defend
themselves and don’t have a voice of their
own.
I WAS TAUGHT to speak up whenever I see
something wrong happening in my school or
community.
I WILL… spread the word around and tell
other young people on the right thing to do.
I also want to thank my mentor, Luthando
Renene for inspiring me and teaching me to
be a better person. I hope that she can get
to teach more people.
IMIHLAYONKE MVANDABA
Nonkqubela Primary School
WHEN I AM OLDER… I would like to be a
doctor so that I can help those in need.
THE PROGRAMME taught me about the
changes that happen in our bodies because
I did not understand the changes happening
in my body. I learnt about menstruation,
and I would like to say thank you to the
programme for opening our eyes about a lot
of issues.

BUKHO JAMA
LM Yako Primary School
I WANT TO change the situation at home and
help those in need. To achieve this, I will
study and become a model.
BUMB’INGOMSO HAS TAUGHT me how to
treat myself as a human and not judge
other people’s gender and sexuality. We
should not discriminate against others. I will
educate others what Bumb’INGOMSO has
taught me and how to treat others. I really
enjoyed the programme and all the lessons.
ASIVILE VUMINDABA
Mfundo Primary School
I AM STUDYING SO THAT one day I can get a
job as a doctor and take care of my family.
I LEARNT not to judge other people because
of their gender and their sexuality. I will not
judge others because of their differences. I
gave my all because I wanted to learn and it
has taught me a lot.

PHIWOKUHLE KAMLANA
Masixole High School
I’M GOING TO BE a scientist because I love
mathematics and physical science.
THE PROGRAMME TAUGHT ME that we all have
equal rights and we should not judge one
another. When I have my own children,
I will teach them about diversity and to
respect each other and our differences.

FIND OUT MORE
Call 0800 555 558
and 043 721 0055
www.bumbingomso.co.za
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Melumzi Mbengu (31), known as Mello B, is a local rapper from East
London. He is setting the tone for women with his song titled “Awulofele
Kum”. The rap song talks about a woman’s worth and how every woman
is worthy of being loved even with her imperfections - like all of us. At
the beginning of the song Mello B says, “suyicacisa uyathandwa” which
translates to “don’t explain anything, you are loved”. The song’s melody
has a sweet harmony and powerful empowering lyrics. It is a song
anyone can listen to and feel empowered. I would recommend listening
to this song to anyone who is not feeling their best, as it’s really uplifting.
The song can be found on their music website called “Kas’Lam” and on
their social media pages.
Mello-B-Da-rapper
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AWULOFELE
KUM
[Melumzi
Mbengu]

GIFTED WITH A CURSE
[Aviwe Vitshima]

Gifted with a Curse is a book by local writer Aviwe
Vitshima, from Butterworth. This is Aviwe’s first book
and covers the emotional journey of growing up as
a black child in a small town. It’s about the feelings,
emotions and mental issues that many people don’t
talk about because of some of the teachings they
received as children. Aviwe has shared a piece of his
past and emotional journey, hoping that it will reach
others who feel the same way and understand that
what they are feeling is validated and that many
people have similar issues. The book is available in
both a soft copy and hard copy. The selling price for
the book is R240, and delivery is nationwide.
Aviwe is reachable on the following platforms:
Aviwe AVee Vitshima
@avee_vitshi
@avee_vitshi
062 586 1251

FEATURED

BY YOUR SIDE
[CKay]		
SINGLE

OTHER TUNES
EMILIANA
[CKay]
SINGLE
AMAGATE
[Masandi]
SINGLE
HAIBO
[Kiddo CSA]
SINGLE
PHUSHA
[Dr Bone - Ft Musiholiq]
SINGLE

ART

PURE
POETRY
ABOUT THE POET
LUTHANDO MAKUBALO (32)
My name is Luthando Makubalo and I stay in
King William’s Town. The experiences that come
with ageing unfortunately you can’t bypass
however I’ve learned valuable life lessons from
them and I feel and look young at heart. I started
writing poetry when I suffered from depression.
So I found that putting pen to paper made my
pain a bit better and I soon realised that when
I share my poems with people they often relate
and understand the message I try to bring
across. If writing can heal me then I hope it
can heal someone else too. The pen is indeed
mightier than the sword.

FORTH I KEEP STRIDING
by Luthando Makubalo
I ran and you pretended to cheer me on
from the crowd,
while infact you were getting ready to
pull the rug from under my feet.
When I couldn’t run I walked and you
cheered me on from afar,
while in fact you rejoiced as my feet bled
and were covered in blisters.
When I couldn’t walk I crawled and the
echos of your cheers
began to echo softer and softer as you
gave me false hope,
while in fact the dirt under my fingernails,
the gravel on my knees
and my ashen ankles made a good ice
breaker
when you consorted with my foes and
tried to turn my friends into frienemies.
Was it my strong will to survive that made
you hate me so,
was it the smile I wore on my face every
morning that made you uncomfortable
and think life was a bed of roses for me.
Was it because I wore my pain like the
grandest of diamonds around my neck
that suffocated you.
Was it the fact that I broke my fall every
time you tripped me that aggravated
you.
Whatever it was, whatever your reasons
were, they were yours and I understand,
I just hope you will be as understanding
when it’s time to understand mine.

HAVE A POEM TO SHARE?
Send your poem with a short paragraph about
yourself, a photo and your contact details to:
WhatsApp 083 601 8227

FASHION
PHOTOS: 0077 MULTI-MEDIA
CLOTHING: JAM CLOTHING EAST LONDON
HAIR: OWN HAIR
LOCATION: EAST LONDON
STYLIST: UNOLALI
MAKEUP: NUVO INK PTY LTD

MANDISI MTWECU (24)
MY STYLE: I’m versatile when it
comes to clothing, and I love bright
colours because they best express my
energetic and vibrant persona.
FAVOURITES: Summer is such a
perfect season for the expression of self
in fashion because it brings out a joyful
feeling in everyone.
MUST HAVE SUMMER ITEMS:
Sunglasses, sunscreen and hats or caps.
STYLE ICON: Maps Maponyane. He
understands what works for him and
what does not. He just kills it!

INAKO SANDLANA (20)
MY STYLE: It doesn’t matter if it’s trending or not, if I’m not
comfortable then it’s not for me. When you wear a nice outfit
that you love, you’ll definitely feel confident.
FAVOURITE SUMMER
ITEMS: In summer I can wear dresses and sandals anytime
nice and chilled.
STYLE ICON: Lizzo is super confident in everything she
wears. She teaches girls to be comfortable in their own skin.

NESISA DLAMINI (21)
MY STYLE: Is influenced by comfort, individuality and
uniqueness.
WHY I LIKE THE SUMMER LOOK: Summer time
means more style with less clothing, and I like this because we
all get to show off some skin and be creative with the season’s
bold colours and breezy pieces.
MY FAVOURITE SUMMER ITEMS: Sundresses, sun
hats, caps and sunglasses.
STYLE ICON: Bonang Matheba - Her style is impeccable.

ZUKO XAUKA (23)
MY STYLE: Style is a form of self-expression. It’s also
a means of communication. I express myself better using
clothes. Whether I wake up feeling happy, confident or bold you
will surely see that from how I dress.
WHY I LIKE SUMMER: I love travelling, swimming, and
doing outdoor activities and summer is the best season to do
all that.
STYLE ICON: Lord Flacko, better known by his stage
name, A$AP Rocky. I love how he is not afraid to take risks
and express himself in the fashion industry. He is not just a
musician but an influencer.

LINDOKUHLE MGANGELI (23)
MY STYLE: I dress according to how I feel, so I can either
dress down in a masculine outfit or dress up in a more feminine
pair of heels.
FAV SUMMER LOOK: I can show off my beautiful legs
and my favourite summer item must be a bikini paired with
beautiful sunglasses.
STYLE ICON: DJ Zinhle can rock items of clothing that are
unisex most of the time. She pairs mom jeans with a beautiful hat
and exquisite sunglasses. She’s a fashion guru.

GOOD COMMUNICATION IS KEY.
IT HELPS COMPANIES TO FUNCTION
WELL, BE PRODUCTIVE AND
ENSURE THAT EVERYONE IS ON THE
SAME PAGE.
WORDS: APHIWE NTLEMEZA
PHOTO: DEPOSITPHOTOS

BUSINESS ETIQUETTE
Business etiquette is a set of rules that govern
the way people interact with each other at work.
It is all about conveying the right image and
behaving appropriately.
In the working world, your professionalism is
viewed by how you carry yourself, your attitude,
and how you communicate with others. A
positive first impression is made when you
present yourself professionally and interact with
other employees and clients. This is what creates
a lasting reputation within your organisation and
industry.
TOP TIPS FOR COMMUNICATING
Most business communication takes place
across many different channels: email, SMS,
instant messaging apps like Slack, WhatsApp,
video conferencing software like Zoom, Google
meets or Microsoft Teams, social media, phone
calls and of course face-to-face.
Here are a few tips on
communicating effectively at
work across these different
channels.

SHARPEN YOUR EMAIL SKILLS
Email is permanent and is a written record of any
conversation. Be clear, brief, and aware of what
and how you communicate before you hit send.
1 SPELLING Always check your spelling and
proofread before sending. A misspelt word
can be the difference between a good and bad
first impression. Set the default language on
your spell checker to UK English, which is the
standard in South Africa.
2 DON’T USE CAPS Using all caps indicates
an aggressive tone or a lack of digital skills,
neither of which colleagues will appreciate.
Bold and italics also tend to draw the eye’s
attention, so if a random word is in bold or
italics, it can be confusing and distract from
the message itself. Unless, of course, you
want to highlight those words.
3 GREETING Always open the email with a
greeting. ‘Dear Mr Smith’ or ‘Good day’.
4 DON’T COPY THE WHOLE TEAM Before
sending an email, ask yourself, ‘who needs to
see this?’ If it’s not something that the entire
organisation needs to know, there’s no reason
why everyone should be copied.
5 AVOID USING exclamation marks, slang and
emojis. These don’t belong in professional
communication.

PHONE CALLS
If tone and context are important, don’t send an
email or text! Keeping in touch with co-workers in
a phone call also helps avoid misunderstanding.
It’s important to use your words, tone, and
professionalism to convey what you are trying to
get across.
Avoid calling outside of office hours unless it’s
an emergency or you are working on a campaign
that needs a fast turnaround. So no calling before
8am or after 8pm. Try the office line first before
you try a mobile number unless, of course, your
working relationship has reached this level of
communication as the norm already.
PROFESSIONAL WHATSAPPS
WhatsApp is excellent for engaging with and
managing remote teams. But it can also be
confusing and impersonal. Use WhatsApp for
quick and informal communication. For example,
“There is birthday cake in the canteen.”

While WhatsApp may make communication
faster, faster does not always mean better,
effective, or professional. For WhatsApp
to be correctly used as a tool for business
communication, the rules of etiquette and clear
business writing still apply.
> Decide what you want to achieve before typing
your message.
> Address the person you are messaging, and
briefly summarise your reason for messaging in
the first message. Don’t just send a message
that says Hi when you are messaging someone
for the first time – greet them and state the
reason for messaging.
> Grammar, spelling, and punctuation still matter.
> Emoticons and emojis can add context and
tone if used correctly, but keep these to a
minimum.
> Limit the times when you send WhatsApp’s to
working hours only.
WhatsApps can be easily overlooked or lost. So,
if you need to send someone an important action
item, use email. You could also email and let
them know that you sent an important message
on WhatsApp.
When you’ve received information on WhatsApp,
respond to confirm the message has been
received - a simple but polite ‘Thank you” to
show your appreciation.

VIDEO CALLS
Before your video call or virtual meeting, check
your equipment and learn how to operate Zoom,
Teams, or any other platforms. Also, regularly
check for software updates as these are
frequent and can delay one when connecting.
Background noise is always disturbing. The
professional thing to do is to mute both your
microphone and video upon entry until you’re
ready or asked to speak.
Before you hop on a video call, position your
camera correctly or ensure it is disabled.
Nothing’s more distracting than a camera aimed
at someone’s forehead, lap, or something else in
the room.
Raise your hand when you want to speak,
turn your microphone on when speaking
and immediately mute when you are finished
talking.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS POWER!
Social media is a great platform for employees
and job seekers to post about their
accomplishments, portfolios, and volunteering
activities. However, a slip-up can cost you your
career or ruin your chances of getting a job.
Social media mistakes to avoid:
> Be cautious about the images or content you
post - no nudity
> Avoid political rants that may affect the brand
of the organisation you represent
> Excessive partying can damage your
credibility. Avoid posting content about
excessive alcohol consumption or reckless and
dangerous behaviour.
> Watch your language, spelling and if at all
unsure don’t post or ask someone to check
before you do.
Communication channels serve different
purposes and have different levels of urgency.
However, if it involves business, always practice
professionalism!
Login to https://sayouth.mobi/
for jobs and opportunities.
You have access to hundreds of articles on the
internet that can help you prepare for the world
of work or to start your own business. Start your
research now.

ENTREPRENEUR

FUN, YOUNG AND ENERGETIC SIYA NDEVU
(28) IS MAKING WAVES IN THE HAIR
INDUSTRY! WE GOT TO TAKE A LOOK
BEHIND THE SCENES INTO THE LIFE OF THIS
SUCCESSFUL YOUNG BUSINESSWOMAN,
SIYA NDEVU.

WORDS: SIPHUMELELE DYAKOPHU
PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

EARLY LIFE
I was born and bred in East London, Parkside,
and was raised by my mom, a single parent,
who passed away when I was at the tender age
of just nine years old. I was the youngest of
two siblings, and from that tragedy we were left
to fend for ourselves and establish a sense of
independence.
STUDIES
I did my high school at Ebenezer High School,
and I was a star learner who won many prizes
and awards. I went on to pursue my higher
education at Nelson Mandela University studying
for a Bachelor of Commerce.
BUSINESS JOURNEY
I started my business in 2017, whilst I was
working at a call centre in East London. Whilst
working there I would buy my own hair online
and my fellow colleagues would always inquire
as to where I had bought it. That is when I was
inspired to start my own hair business and the
business has been booming ever since then.
Most of my clients come to me from social media
and through word of mouth.
THE TEAM
Currently I have three young women who work at
the studio - Siya Ndevu Hair Studios. Nolusindiso
Toto is a make-up artist, Nolusindiso Phantsho
and Celistine Adkins are both hairstylists.

We have a strong team that is always willing to
go beyond for the business. I hope in the future
to expand this team.
SERVICES OFFERED
Some of the services I offer are wig making
and styling, hair treatment, frontal installations,
and hair colouring. I also offer masterclasses
for individuals and groups where I teach wiginstallations and wig-making. I offer these
services to empower young women into being
independent and having their own way of
providing for themselves.
FUTURE OF THE BUSINESS
I look forward to expanding the brand with the
hope of franchising across the country. I would
also love to open a bigger hair studio here in
East London and develop my own hair products.
My goal is to create at least five hundred job
opportunities for young women around South
Africa.
ADVICE TO YOUNG PEOPLE WANTING TO VENTURE
INTO THIS CAREER
Start now, do not wait to receive capital to start
your business. Create your own capital by
having a side hustle to achieve your
main goal.

SCENE ON THE
STREET

THE
HUSTLERS’
CODE
WORDS: EMMANUEL SIBANDA
PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

WHAT DOES IT TAKE
TO BE A HUSTLER?
WE CHATTED TO SOME
LOCAL HUSTLERS AND
SHARE THEIR CODE

STAND FOR SOMETHING
Hustlers believe in a vision larger than
themselves. Whether it is a vision that helps
others locally or around the globe succeed
or a cause like creating a cleaner and more
environmentally aware planet - hustlers have a
dream.
THE STATUS QUO
The current status quo irritates hustlers. They like
to create change. Hustlers hate handouts and
feel grants undermine them so they look at ways
to make more. Hustlers refuse to accept that
things stay the same and are always looking for
new ways to self-empower.
PASSIONATE ABOUT THEIR CRAFT
Hustlers are passionate about their work and
dedicated to bettering themselves and their
communities. “I may be insane, but I wake up
thinking about my hustle. It’s fantastic. I do think
about my family and all the other pleasures of
life, but my trade, my profession, and everyone
in it has a special place in my heart. It’s just the
way hustlers are built.”

REJECTION FUELS SUCCESS
What is it that Trevor Noah, DJ Cleo, and Nelson
Mandela have in common? They were, believe
it or not, rejected. Some people did not trust
in their abilities or their dreams, and they were
told it wasn’t possible. Trevor Noah was told
he wasn’t ready for the industry, and it was this
rejection that fuelled his will to succeed. Hustlers
are used to rejection. They accept it, remember
it, and apply it to their benefit.
FAILING IS PART OF SUCCESS
You must be willing to fail to succeed. You must
be willing to put everything on the line to achieve
your goals and live the life you want for yourself.
It’s a weird worldview, but it’s one that all
hustlers share. In a recent interview, Elon Musk
revealed, “my profits from PayPal were $180
million.” I invested $100 million in SpaceX, $70
million in Tesla, and $10 million in SolarCity. I had
to borrow money to pay my rent.” Hustlers are
willing to risk everything for their passion.
QUESTION EVERYTHING
Hustlers also ask questions looking for the
gaps and opportunities that they can identify.
What are you going to do to set yourself apart
from your peers?

GIVEN KHENSANI NYONI (23)
FROM Pretoria (studying Analytical
Chemistry at Walter Sisulu University
East London Campus).
HUSTLE Beachside photography
“I love photography with everything
in my being. I feel fulfilled in
photography and dream of one day
capturing the picture of the century.”

NOKUBONGA MGIBANTAKA (32)
FROM Gatyane
HUSTLE Chef and Restaurant Owner
of Tshomi’s Legendary Meals, Oxford
Road, East London.
“I love serving colleges, schools and
professionals and seeing the smiles on
my customers’ faces. I loved catering
at events and dreamt of owning a
restaurant. Dreams do come true, but
not as easy as others may think.”
ESETHU ZINANI (23)
FROM Lady D
HUSTLE The Chakalaka Queen of
Southernwood
“I came to East London to study. I
found an opportunity to sell my love
of food.”

HEALTH ISSUES

WORDS & PHOTOS: ATH’ENKOSI SOPITSHI

VACCINATIONS ARE NOT NEW BUT FOR SOME REASON
THERE ARE SO MANY MYTHS AND CONSPIRACIES
ABOUT COVID-19 VACCINATIONS THAT HAVE MADE
PEOPLE SCARED AND AVOID GETTING VACCINATED.
BUT, IS IT REALLY THAT BAD? NO! HERE’S THE 411 ON
MY VACCINATION EXPERIENCE.

LIFE-SAVING
We can all agree that 2020 was a difficult year
especially because of Covid-19 and all the people
and opportunities we lost because of it. For me,
the year represents a great loss, I lost my father
due to Covid-19 and this is one of the reasons
I have become an advocate for vaccination. My
father never got the life-saving jab, but I’ve made
sure my friends and family get it.
TOGETHER
My best friend and I decided to have a
vaccination date because we were both scared
and we would then be able to hold each other’s
hands throughout the whole process. You might
think it’s a little dramatic, but I had heard so much
about side effects and how bad I would feel after
getting the jab, so our anxiety was not uncalled
for. We had been registered for some time but
never got our SMS’s to go get vaccinated. But we
just showed up on the day and the staff at the site
had all our information so we hardly waited. The
injection itself was uneventful even though I am
generally scared of needles. The staff was very
friendly, and they answered all our questions, and
we had a lot to ask!

IT’S TRUE, SIDE EFFECTS ARE A REAL THING!
“You might experience pain at the injection site
and you may experience flu-like symptoms
for about three days”. And just as the nurse
described it, I went through all the symptoms, my
arm was sore, I felt tired and sleepy for about two
days and it all eventually went away. My friend
also experienced side effects for a day, and then
she was back to her old self. On the other hand,
my 60-year-old mother had absolutely no sideeffects. She got vaccinated and simply went
about her life as if nothing had
happened. We’re all built differently so we can’t
predict which side effects will show up or not, but
in my opinion it’s a good sign. It means your body
is hard at work building your defences against
the virus. I would choose the fatigue and flu-like
symptoms any day compared to getting Covid-19.

HAVING COVID-19
In June last year I tested positive for Covid-19.
Nothing ever compares to the pain of not being
able to breathe properly. Also, watching loved
ones die from Covid-19 was a terrible experience
that I will never forget. All the people I knew,
including my father were always careful, sanitizing
their hands and wearing masks all the time but
they still got it. Another reason I took the vaccine
was simply because life is unpredictable, and
this virus is too. None of us would have predicted
the peaks in infections and the disruptions that it
brought into our lives but here we are, a year later,
dealing with a virus we all thought was temporary
and would be gone by now.
VACCINE PROTECTION
We’ve all heard the stories of Unogumbe where
our great-grandparents would tell us about a
time where diseases would kill whole villages. In
those times, measles, smallpox, polio all had fatal
outcomes. Now, we’re all protected against these
because of the vaccines we have when we are
babies. Preventative medicine has always been a
part of our lives, we may not have spoken about it
as much, but we all have our pink and blue clinic
cards to prove it (yes, I’m revealing my age here).

WHAT’S THE REP ABOUT THE VACCINE?
The world is saturated with information
and everyone, I mean everyone, can make
statements about everything even though that
opinion is not well researched. Let’s all get real.
A tik tok video should not qualify as a source
of research for such important things. In South
Africa we are fortunate to have government
vetted sources and the Covid-19 call centre to
get all the information we need. It’s unfortunate
that people in my age group, the 18-35 year-olds
are still lagging yet we’re the ones with so much
information at our disposal.
One of the myths that came out about the vaccine
that piqued my interest was that it can cause
infertility. Now, I am a woman in my early 30’s
and I aspire to be a mom for the first time, and
so I had to do my research before. Surprisingly,
the recommendation from the Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) is that for people
like me who plan on being parents, it’s way better
to get vaccinated. Even for men, it doesn’t affect
their sperm count or affect their chances of
fathering children. On the contrary, it is the actual
virus that can affect fertility.

“There is evidence to suggest that infection with
SARS-CoV-2 has the potential to impact both
male fertility, female fertility, and certainly the
health of a pregnancy of someone infected,” Dr Jennifer Kawwass, a reproductive
endocrinologist and associate professor at the
Emory University School of Medicine.

I AM MY BROTHER AND SISTER’S KEEPER
Ultimately, vaccination is not just about
individuals. Our choice in this situation can
impact others in very serious ways. I have friends
that live with the guilt of spreading Covid-19
to their elderly parents who unfortunately
passed away. This is the time where collective
responsibility needs to mean something. Our
words need to match our actions.
#VACCINATION
#VAXCHAMP

REACH OUT:
COVID-19 website:
sacoronavirus.co.za
Call centre:
0800 029 999
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EMPOWERED
YOUTH MAKE

BETTER DECISIONS
BUMB’INGOMSO AIMS TO REDUCE
HIV INFECTION IN BUFFALO CITY
AND AMATHOLE THROUGH ITS
PROGRAMMES.
LET’S FIND OUT MORE.

When we have the facts we are better informed
and make better decisions. So, how do
you go about empowering yourself? With
Bumb’INGOMSO (BI) you take the first steps to
gain knowledge about your health, your sexual
health and how to get connected to be able to
access economic opportunities. You also get
self-empowered to influence those around you
more positively.
BI works to change individuals’ behaviour to
protect them from HIV infection by inspiring,
supporting and motivating young people to make
healthy choices about your lives, and for you
to mould your own future. BI also sees young
women as leaders and as innovators who can
respond to the day-to-day challenges they face.
> The Bumb’INGOMSO Leadership Network
(BLN) encourages bright young women to lead
change in the home, school, and community.
This is done through fun, hands-on training
programmes and ongoing support.
> The BI Safe Space and other initiatives connect
you to other people and economic opportunities
as well as support structures to learn new skills.
> The choices you make will impact your future
and so BI encourages you to talk about your
sexual health, attitudes, and the challenges
you face as young people and how we can
change this for the better.

8 INTERVENTIONS
Being a part of this network allows you to feel
more empowered through the many interventions
that you gain access to.
FOR YOUNG WOMEN AND GIRLS (15-29 YEARS OLD)
> Behaviour Change and Communication
> Health Service (bio-medical)
> Gender Based Violence
> Economic Opportunities
> Work Links
> Psychosocial Support
FOR MEN (25-50 YEARS OLD)
High Risk Group
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS (10-14 YEARS-OLD)
Gender Norms intervention
BI CLUBS:
In communities and schools, youth are given
information and opportunities for personal
development. A mentor also helps the clubs with
their weekly meetings and activities that support
each club.

TO KEEP IN TOUCH OR TO
FOLLOW THE

BI Leadership Network

@BumbingomsoProject
Group: Bumb’INGOMSO
Leadership Network
072 654 9224
Call centre number
Toll free: 0800 55 5558

LINKING TO ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES

#TOTAL SHUTDOWN

OUT OF SCHOOL PROGRAMME

BUMB’INGOMSO LEADERSHIP
NETWORK MEETING

MAKING YOUR VOICE HEARD

CONDOM WEEK

CHAMP NURSE AND THE
HEALTH CLUB MEMBERS

BI MENS HEALTH TRUCK

DENIM & DOEK EVENT
Unmasking the Face of Depression in Young Women

MEN’S DIALOGUE

CHANGEMAKER
VUYISANANI MAFUYA

VUYISANANI MAFUYA (25) IS A YOUNG MAN
WITH THE DESIRE TO CHANGE PEOPLE’S
LIVES. HE CHATS TO US ABOUT KASINATION, A
MOVEMENT STARTED TO BETTER THE LIVES OF
YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE EASTERN CAPE.
,

VUYISANANI’S STORY
I am a very creative individual who enjoys helping
people around my community. I was born in a
small town called Butterworth and am the first of
seven siblings. I lost my father at a very young
age and as the first matriculant and graduate in
my family, I had to learn how to put my skills to
good use.
WHY ENTREPRENEURSHIP?
Hustling is in my blood and started when I was
nine years old. I used to create dustpans with
corrugated iron sheets and my late grandmother
would sell them. That is how I developed the
spirit for entrepreneurship.
KASINATION?
KasiNation offers marketing and advertising
platforms to young black individuals. We host
events such as marketplaces where young
people can put their skills on display. We also
have a YouTube channel that serves as a
platform for upcoming hustlers.
WHY DID YOU START THE MOVEMENT?
I started KasiNation because I wanted to give
every young person in my community hope that
their hustle will go a long way. Because of the
difficulty I faced when I was job-hunting.
I couldn’t imagine how it felt for others who’d
been job hunting for a very long time.

KasiNation is a tool to motivate and encourage
young people to bring ideas to life and create
their own future.
CHALLENGES YOU HAVE FACED?
The challenge was an inner fear of starting the
project and how it was going to be received
in the community along with not having startup capital to buy equipment needed to run the
events and YouTube channel. We live in a digital
world but in South Africa data is very expensive
and it becomes a challenge to reach out to other
young people.
ONE HIGHLIGHT??
I have so many highlights but the most personal
to me was when I met Azani, an artist. I
conducted interviews with him, and he rapped
some of his songs on the channel. That small
moment showed me I was doing the right thing
and I believed God started to connect me with
people from that day onwards.
IF A READER WAS KEEN TO BE PART OF KASINATION?
They can search for us on our social media
platforms, and they can propose what they
would like to be featured in. We accept any form
of positive hustling. We are a free movement and
we do not charge for our services.

WHAT CAN WE LOOK FORWARD TO?
You can look out for more young business
owners coming from KasiNation. We will be
profiling more pure talent, giving donations
out to communities, and coming up with more
ideas and projects that will help to grow black
communities such as building halls, renovating
parks, and giving a platform to individuals who
want to do documentaries about their lives.
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THE HOLIDAYS ARE COMING UP AND
ONE NEEDS TO LEARN HOW TO BE
MONEY-SAVVY AND STASH SOME CASH
TO HELP YOU HAVE MONEY WHEN YOU
NEED IT MOST.

STASHING
FOR A
RAINY DAY

WHY SHOULD I SAVE?
The importance of saving money is
simple. It allows you to enjoy greater
security in your life. If you have
cash set aside for emergencies, you
have a fall back should something
unexpected happen. And as a young
person it allows you to have greater
control over your finances or save up
for that special occasion with friends.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF I DON’T SAVE?
Worst case scenario, you will not have
any funds when an emergency hits. Or
when it’s holiday time like in December
all your friends will be out and about,
and you probably wouldn’t want to
miss that. But we got you. Read a little
bit further as to why you should start
saving today.
HOW DO I SAVE?
Saving starts with having the right
mindset, setting a goal, and looking
to accomplish that goal. To be able
to save efficiently, you will need to
visualize the goal that you are saving
towards, a friend’s birthday gift, or
registration fees for university. Then
take realistic steps which will help you
accomplish your goal.

WAYS TO SAVE YOUR MONEY
There are many ways to save your cash: a piggy
bank, savings account, Stokvel, or even an app
like Liberty’s Stash Cash. All these assist you in
saving for a rainy day.
WHY SHOULD I USE AN ACCOUNT OR AN APP?
By saving a small amount of money regularly,
like weekly or even every day you’ll be amazed
at how much money it can quickly save.
Especially when what you save attracts some
interest and grows, which it does not do when
it’s sitting in a piggy bank. Liberty’s app called
Stash is just one option and it’s free of fees,
earns you interest, is easy to access your
money at any time, and has some fun links to
lifestyle goals. But there are other options out
there that may suit you better and for those of
us who are tempted to tap into our savings a
bit too often, a savings account may be a better
option.

YOUR
HEALTH

WORDS:
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LOOKING AFTER ME!

IS THE
BUSYNESS OF
YOUR LIFE LEAVING
YOU FEELING
DEPLETED? NEED A
FEW TRICKS TO HELP YOU
FOCUS ON YOU?

BUSYNESS
There is lots happening around us,
and so much of it needs to get done
before a certain time for school or
work, and it’s easy to get swallowed
up by the busyness. If you’ve ever felt
like ‘I wish we could add more hours
to a day’ then you know exactly what I
mean, right? You’re up early to get ready
for all the things you need to do, and before
you know it the day is over. And then the
week is over, and time just keeps on racing
so you don’t really get time to do the things
you’d like to do or look after the most important
person in all of this…Yourself!

PUTTING IT INTO ACTION
Taking care of yourself can sometimes seem like
a job on its own but it doesn’t have to be. And it
also isn’t something you should feel guilty about
because you do matter and you are a priority.
Without you, all the things you do would not be
done in the way only you can do them, and to
make sure that keeps on happening, you have to
make sure you take really good care of yourself.
How do you do this? Well here are some easy
tips we’ve put together for you.
PHYSICAL WELLBEING
Taking care of your body has a positive impact
on the quality of your life. If you are not eating
well, or not moving around enough, you might
find yourself feeling tired all the time and not
able to perform at your best. There’s a lot you
can do to improve this, such as doing simple
15-30 minutes workouts when you have a gap
or even taking the stairs instead of the lift,
making healthier food choices when you can,
and drinking a lot of clean, healthy water.

EMOTIONAL WELLBEING
How are you really feeling? Do you feel
supported by those around you? Are you a bit
stressed about work or school? It’s perfectly
normal to not feel amazing 100% of the time, but
it’s important to acknowledge these feelings and
try to work through them. Writing down how you
are feeling is a great way to work through issues.
Get help if you need to, and there is no shame in
taking care of your emotional being.
MENTAL WELLBEING
Your mind is one of the most important tools
you have to navigate life. Taking care of your
mind ensures you are in the right mental state
to do all the things you need to do, and achieve
your goals. It all starts in the mind. Just like you
visit a health facility to prevent or take care of
your physical health, reaching out for help when
you need to take care of your mental health is
important too.
TAKE THE FIRST STEP
You see, looking after yourself doesn’t have to be
a chore. Taking a few minutes every day to love
yourself a little extra goes a long way in making
you a better version of yourself. Try it out, and
the results will speak for themselves.
#LOOKINGAFTERME

CRUSHING THE
POWER OF
COVID-19
• Get Vaccinated
• Wear a Mask
• Socialise in small
groups
• Arms length apart
• Wash and sanitise
hands often
• Meet outside in the
fresh air

THE BUMB’INGOMSO CALL CENTRE
LOOKS FORWARD TO YOUR CALL

IT’S FREE 0800 55 55 58
60A Frere Road, Vincent, East London, 5201
Tel: 043 721 0055 • Fax: 043 721 0700
Email: buffalocity@dgmt.co.za

A project of bumb’INGOMSO
www.bumbingomso.co.za
@bingomso |

@bingomso |

@BumbingomsoProject

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
YAKHAMagazine
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